Abstract
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6 highlighted as 'lesion' (Seghier et al., 2008) . A lesion map generated using this approach is 
Controls

177
Performance was compared for patients and healthy controls (N = 10 to 15, across 178 different studies). None of the controls had a history of psychiatric or neurological disorder.
179
They were matched to the patients on age and years of education (p > 0.06 across all 180 comparisons). Associates test from WMS-III was impaired (see below). The object use task (74 items), from Corbett et al., (2011), involved selecting an 252 object to accomplish a task (e.g., bash a nail into wood), with all items represented as 253 photographs. The target was either a canonical tool, normally used to complete the task (e.g.,
254
HAMMER), or an alternative non-canonical option (e.g., BRICK), presented among a set of five 255 unsuitable distractors. All patients were poorer at selecting non-canonical than canonical cut-off in the non-canonical condition, however this patient was impaired at the pictorial 261 version of the CCT.
262
The SA group showed strong sensitivity to all these control manipulations (Figure 2) 
263
-i.e., more impaired comprehension of subordinate than dominant interpretations of 264 ambiguous words; sensitivity to cues and miscues; better comprehension with weak than 265 strong distractors and better retrieval of canonical than alternative object use. A composite 266 score reflecting each patient's deficits in semantic cognition was derived from the Camel and
267
Cactus Test and the three semantic control tasks described above using factor analysis.
268
Patients are ordered by this composite score in the graphs and tables below.
269
In the next section, we examined whether our participants with deregulated semantic 270 retrieval would show parallel deficits of episodic memory, including benefits of cues 271 designed to constrain retrieval in both domains. 
Error analysis
294
Errors in the no cue condition were assigned to one of five categories: semantically-295 related to probe/target; interference (probe or target from a different pair); perseveration
296
(repeating an inaccurate response given on a previous trial); phonologically-related to probe 297 (sharing at least one phoneme in the correct position); unrelated. Omissions were disregarded.
298
Four patients (P2 = 62%, P3 = 25%, P4 = 43%, P6 = 24%) produced semantically-related 299 words in response to the probe (e.g., STAR Participants tried to remember which two words were presented together as a pair.
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or only once (see Fig. 4A and Appendix 
329
In each encoding block, eight word-pairs were presented consecutively on a screen instructions, the task was preceded by practice trials testing memory for four words pairs.
345
When the response was wrong, the correct answer was provided, and the practice procedure 
Experiment 2 351
In a subsequent experiment, we used the same task structure but eliminated semantic 
Results
367
Descriptive statistics are provided in Supplementary Table 5 . .001], indicating that these participants were able to produce meaningful confidence ratings.
444
In Experiment 2, all probe-target pairs were semantically-unrelated; therefore, this 
482
All participants were correct on both immediate and delayed recognition in at least two out of 483 three trials.
484
The semantic judgment task (Fig. 5A) immediately followed delayed recognition.
485
There were eight probe words, including the four probes trained in the episodic training 
495
MONEY with LEAVES).
496
The target was presented alongside three distractors. 
Results
514
Descriptive statistics are provided in Supplementary Table 5 . showed similar effects of cueing on episodic and semantic retrieval. Episodic memory was necessity to constrain retrieval is reduced when the task provides strong cues to retrieval that 598 reduce competition and the need to internally shape retrieval.
599
Our findings have important implications for neuroscientific accounts of memory We observed similar control deficits in episodic and semantic tasks in our patient 
